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Door detection in images integrating appearance and shape cues
A. C. Murillo, J. Kǒsecḱa, J. J. Guerrero and C. Sagüés

Abstract

Important component of human-robot interaction is the capability to associate semantic concepts to encountered locations and
objects. This functionality is essential for visually guided navigation as well as place and object recognition. In this paper we
focus on the problem of door detection using visual information only. Doors are frequently encountered in structured man-made
environments and function as transitions between different places. We adopt a probabilistic approach to the problem using a
model based Bayes inference to detect the door. Different from previous approaches the proposed model captures both the shape
and appearance of the door. This is learned from a few training examples, exploiting additional assumptions about structure of
indoors environments. After the learning stage, we describe a hypothesis generation process and several approaches to evaluate
the probability of each generated hypothesis. The new proposal is tested on numerous examples of indoor environments, showing
a good performance as long as enough features are encountered.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In this paper we present a new technique for detecting doors in perspective images of indoors environment using only visual
information. Detection of doors is of great importance for various navigation and manipulation tasks. The doors are often
places which separate different locations, can be used as landmarks for navigation and/or relative positioning or as hints to
define exploration and SLAM strategies [1]. They also need to be recognized for door opening and navigation to neighbouring
rooms [2], [3].

The problem of door detection has been studied numerous times in the past. The existing approaches differ in the type
of sensors they use and the variability of the environment/images they consider. For example, doors are detected using both
visual information and range data (sonar) in [4] and [5]. In [4] authors exploit the fact that vision is good for providing
long range information (beyond the range of ultrasound sensor) and detect and group the vertical lines based on the expected
dimensions of the door and form initial door hypotheses. In [5] the authors tackle more general problem of obtaining a model
of the environment defined by instantiations of several objects of predefined class (e.g. doors, walls) given range data and color
images from an omni-directional camera. The doors are then detected as particular instantiations of the door model, given all
the sensory data. The door hypotheses are obtained by fitting linear segments to laser range data and associated color values
from the omnidirectional camera. In [6] authors focus on handling the variations in door appearance due to camera pose,
by characterizing properties of the individual segments using linguistic variables of size, direction and height and combine
the evidence using fuzzy logic. Additional work using visual information only was reported in [7], where only geometric
information about configurations of line segments is used. In most instances, only the doors which were clearly visible and
close to the observer were selected as correct hypotheses.

Additional motivation for revisiting the door detection problem is to explore the suitability of general object detec-
tion/recognition techniques to door detection/recognition problem. A more general goal is to use the obtained insights for
tackling recognition and detection of additional objects in the environment, which do not have a very discriminative appearance
and are to a large extend defined by their shape, but whose shape projection varies dramatically as a function of viewpoint,
e.g. tables or shelves. The object recognition techniques, which are being explored extensively in computer vision, commonly
adopt so called part based models of the objects, which consider representations of objects in terms of parts [8] and spatial
relationships between them. Learning the object parts for different object classes is often the first stage of existing approaches.
The classification methods then vary depending whether full generative model is sought or discriminative techniques are used,
or combination of both. In the simplest of the generative model settings, the recognition stage proceeds with the computation
p(Object|X, A), whereX, A are the positions and appearance of the object parts andp(X, A|θ) is learned from training
examples, whereθ are the parameters chosen to describe the object. With the discriminative approaches, multi-class classifiers
are trained to distinguish between the low-level features/parts characteristic of a particular class [9] and typically proceed in a
supervised or weakly supervised setting. In the robotic domain the discriminative approach has been applied for place and door
recognition using Adaboost learning procedure, with geometric features computed from laser and Haar-like features computed
from images as input features [10].

In this work, we explore the Bayesian approach, where we learn the probability distributionP (Door|θ) in a parametric form
in a supervised setting. Alternatively to the part based representation assumed in [8], we pursue a model based approach, where
the geometry of the door is specified by small number of parameters and appearance is learned from a few training examples.
This type of representations resemble models used in interpretations of architectural styles and man-made environments, where
the analysed scenes are typically well characterized by a small number of geometric/architectural primitives [11]. Instead of
proposing the generative model of the whole image, we use the constraints of man-made environments to reduce the search
space and to generate multiple hypotheses and use the learned probability distribution to evaluate their likelihood.
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Section II describes the probabilistic model we adopt. The hypothesis generation process is explained in Section III, followed
in Section IV by the approaches for learning the appearance likelihood of the model. Section V explains how the likelihood
evaluation of each hypothesis is performed. Finally sections VI and VII present initial door detection experiments and some
conclusions of the work.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
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Fig. 1. Model of a door and components of one of its corner-features (C1): corner location (x1, y1) and lines that give rise to the cross point (lH , lV ).

We will assume that the door model, see Fig. 1, is well described by a small set of parametersθ. Ideally, if we were to
pursue a fully Bayesian approach, we would first learn or have at our disposal prior distributions of these parameters. We start
with a restricted simple setting where we seek to computep(Object|X, A), with X, A being the positions and appearance of
low-level features detected in the image:

p(Object|X,A) ≈ p(X, A|Object)P (Object).

Assuming that all objects are equally likely and that our object of interest can be well described by a small set of parameters
θ = (θS , θA), shape and appearance parameters respectively, this posterior probability can be decomposed:

P (θ|X,A) ∝ P (X,A|θ)P (θ)
= P (X, A|θS , θA)P (θS , θA)

= P (X,A|θS , θA)P (θA)P (θS). (1)

We consider the parametersθS and θA to be independent, e.g. appearance (color/texture) of a primitive is independent of
its shape and vice versa. The interpretation of the final terms in (1) is as follows:
• P (θS) represents the prior knowledge about the geometric shape parameters of the door, for instance the ratio between

width and height of the door or the position of thec3 corner, which should be touching the floor.
• P (θA) is the prior information on the appearance of the object, in our case doors. This information is typically learned

from examples. In this work we will exploit only color information, but more elaborate appearance models based on texture
can be incorporated.
• P (X,A|θS , θA) is the likelihood term of individual measurements, given a particular instantiation of the model parameters

θ = (θS , θA). In the presented work, we do not use priorsP (θA) andP (θS) and consider only maximum likelihood values
of the parametersθS andθA, which for geometry are given by a known model and for appearance are learned in a supervised
setting. The likelihood term can be further factored as

P (X, A|θS , θA) = P (A|X, θS , θA)P (X|θA, θS).

The shape likelihood term used in this work is explained in Section V-B and the possible choices for the appearance
likelihoods are described and evaluated in Sections IV and V-A.

III. H YPOTHESES GENERATION

The selection of individual hypotheses consists of a low level feature extraction process followed by the initial hypotheses
instantiation which we describe next.
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A. Feature extraction

First, line segments are extracted from the image with our implementation of the reference [12], and the vanishing points
are estimated with the approach described in [13]. Using vanishing point information the line segments are grouped in two
sets: lines which are aligned with the vertical vanishing direction and lines which are aligned with either horizontal direction
or thez optical axis. All possible intersections between vertical and the remaining sets of lines are computed. The intersection
points which have low corner response (measured by Harris corner quality function) are rejected. Figure 2 shows an example
of the extracted lines grouped using the vanishing information (in red vertical ones, in blue non-vertical ones). In the same
figure, all the intersection points that were close to line segments are shown with a cross (+), and those that remained after
the high cornerness response filtering are re-marked with squares around (¤). Finally the detected intersections are classified
into 4 types (c1, c2, c3 andc4), according to the kind of corner that they produce (see Fig. 3).

B. Instantiation of initial hypotheses

The corner features detected in the previous stage are grouped into sets of compatible ones, which are used to define initial
hypotheses. In the first stage pairs of compatible corners ({c1, c2}, {c1, c3}, {c2, c4} and{c3, c4}) are found. To consider a pair
of corners to be compatible we take into account its alignment, according to the directions of the lines (lV ,lH ) that generated
those corner features. For example, a corner of typec1 is considered compatible with all corners of typec2 which are on the
right of the c1 corner and whose respective line segmentslH are aligned up to a small threshold. This search for two corner
hypotheses is followed by the intersection between these sets of 2 corners, obtaining sets of 3 compatible corners:{c1, c2, c3},
{c1, c3, c4}, {c1, c2, c4}, {c2, c3, c4}. Similarly, we look for intersections between the 3-corner hypotheses to obtain hypotheses
supported by 4-corners{c1, c2, c3, c4}.

After this stage, we have four types of hypotheses: supported by 4, 3 or 2 corner features or composed by those singleton
corners that did not have compatible corner features. Example hypotheses generated for an image are shown in Fig. 4. All
the corner features extracted are marked by a square (¤), the corners contributing to each hypothesis are marked by∗, and
the dotted lines show the area delimitated by the hypothesis. Each subplot shows the hypotheses contributed by 1, 2, 3 or 4
corners respectively for the same test image. Only for the 4 corner hypotheses all supporting corners correspond to real corner
features (¤). In the remaining cases the missing corners are generated by completing the rectangle with the information from
the available corner features, using their supporting lines as shown in Fig. 5.

IV. L EARNING THE APPEARANCE MODEL

The appearance model of the door is learned in a supervised setting from a set of examples. In this work, the appearance
model was learnt in two steps: first a set of training images was segmented based on color and individual segments were
labeled as door or non-door segments. Then, we investigated various means of representing the appearance (in our case color)
probabilistically.
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Fig. 2. Line segments grouped in vanishing directions (vertical in red, non-vertical in blue), corner points detected (green +) and corner points with high
corner response (black¤).
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Fig. 3. Examples of line intersections and the four types of corner features that can be generated.
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Fig. 4. Initial hypotheses generated for a test image. All extracted corner features are shown with a black square. Top-left: 1-corner hypotheses; Top-right:
2-corner hypotheses ; Bottom-left: 3-corner hypotheses; Bottom-right: 4-corner hypotheses

corner features supporting the hypothesis

lH
lV

lV

lV

lH

lH

generated missing corners for the hypothesis

lHlV

lV
lH

3-corner hypothesis completion 2-corner hypothesis completion

lV
lH

1-corner hypothesis completion

Fig. 5. Examples of the completion of initial hypothesis supported by less than 4 corner features.

A. Reference images segmentation and labeling

The set of training images was segmented using the color based segmentation algorithm proposed in [14] at different levels
of accuracy. All obtained door segments were labelled. Fig. 6 shows two examples of reference images segmented at the finest
level tried (σ = 0.5; k = 500; min size = 20) wherek is the maximum number of segments, while minimal segment size is
20 pixels. The value ofσ is used in the smoothing stage preceding the algorithm. Using this level of segmentation generated
segments of desirable size, without including too many pixels outside of door regions.

2950

135
152

203

83

117

180

192

Fig. 6. Two training images and their segmentations. Left: the original images. Right: segmentation obtained (the dotted pattern marks the segments labelled
as doors).

B. Representations of the appearance information

Once the door-segments are detected and labelled, the appearance properties of the modeled object are learned. Fig. 7 shows
the door and non-doors pixels from the reference images plotted in the RGB and Lab (CIE 1976 (L* a* b*)) color spaces.
These distributions were studied for different levels of segmentation. Not surprisingly for coarser segmentation levels, the
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Fig. 7. Reference door (red) and non-door (blue) pixels plotted in Lab (left) and RGB (right) color spaces.

clusters belonging to doors were less compact. The color space Lab represents the pixels from the labelled segments in a more
compact way.

In order to be able to compute the appearance likelihoodP (A|X, θA) of pixels in a particular region to be door pixels, we
need to adopt a particular form of probability density function or alternative means of computing the probabilities directly.
Here we examine three such choices and discuss their advantages and disadvantages:

1 - The first approach examined was motivated by earlier work on using color for face detection [15]. Here instead of
assuming a parametric model of pdf, authors used directly the data (pixels counts) acquired in the training stage. In this
setting, probability that a givenrgb pixel valuex belongs to a door is obtained as

P (x|θA) =
r(rgb)
t(rgb)

, (2)

wherer(rgb) is the count of pixels with colorrgb that were labeled as a door segments, andt(rgb) is the total count of pixels
with color rgb in the reference images.

Fig. 8 shows several examples of the probability assigned to each pixel following this approach.

Fig. 8. Examples of the probability assigned to each pixel based on the reference pixels counts.

2 - The color distribution of the pixel is modeled as a mixture of Gaussians. The probability of a particularrgb pixel value
x then takes the following form

P (x|θA) =
k∑

j=1

αj
1√

(2π)d|Σj |
e

1
2 (x−µj)

T Σ−1(x−µj) (3)

whereαj > 0 and
∑k

j=1 αj = 1 andθA = {µi,Σi}k
1 are the means and covariances of learned clusters. Instead of using the

entire probability distribution to determine the probability of a pixel having a door appearance, we find the Gaussian with the
highest probability and assign that probability to the pixel

P (x|θA) =
1√

(2π)d|Σj |
e

1
2 (x−µj)

T Σ−1(x−µj). (4)

Similarly to RGB color representation, the same model can be adopted with any other three band color representations, such
as HSV or Lab. Figure 9 show the clustering results for RGB and Lab color spaces. They correspond to the finer level of
segmentation and also finer clustering (k=10), although tests were done also with coarser levels of segmentation and clustering.
Fig. 10 shows several examples of the appearance likelihoods assigned to individual pixels following this approach.

3 - The mixture of Gaussians model has been also applied to color histograms of door regions. In this case, for each labeled
segment in the training set, a histogram of the color distribution is built. Two ways of building these histograms have been
studied. First, onlymarginal histogramswere considered and each color band was quantized in 50 bins, therefore each region
is represented by a 150 bins histogram. With this representation we are assuming that the three color bands are independent,
yielding a low dimensional representation of the histogram. This assumption has been successfully applied before [16] and
has been shown to be useful in cases where there are few training examples (as it occurs in our case).
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LAB clusters (k = 10) RGB clusters (k = 10)

Fig. 9. K-means clustering of color from labelled door pixels in Lab (left) and RGB (right) color spaces (the big set of blue + points corresponds to non-door
pixels).

RGB clustering (k = 10) LAB clustering (k = 10) 

Fig. 10. Examples of the probability assigned to each pixel based on the mixture of Gaussians.

In the second approach,full histogramswere considered. The color space is quantized from 24 bits (considering 256 possible
values for each of the three color bands) to 12 bits (24 possible values for each band). Then each of the three color bands
should be fitted to a range between 0 and 15, giving a range of 4096 possible colors. Each colorrgb now is represented as
256 ∗ r

15 + 16 ∗ g
15 + b + 1 and 4096 bin histogram can be computed for each region using this representation.

The generated histograms, with either of these two approaches are clustered with k-means and each cluster is represented
by a centroid, mass and covariance. The probability of a certain region determined by featuresX having an appearance of a
door depends on the distance,dh, to the closest cluster:

P (A|X, θA) = e
−dh
σh . (5)

The distancedh between two normalized histogramsh1 and h2 is based on the Bhattacharyya distance,dh(h1, h2) = 1 −∑n
i=1

√
h1(i)h2(i), wheren is the number of histogram bins.σh is the deviation among this distance computed from the

query to door and non-door reference histograms.

V. L IKELIHOOD COMPUTATION

The previous section describes several door appearance models, which can be used to compute the probability of a pixel or
a region of pixels having a door appearance. In case of analytical distribution models we have shown how to determine the
parameters of the modelθA in the supervised learning stage and consequently determine probability of appearanceP (A|X, θA)
given the appearance parametersθA and shape of the regionX. In this section we will demonstrate the computation of the
complete likelihoodP (X,A|θS , θA) for each of the initial hypotheses. Lets suppose the measurementsD for all the generated
hypotheses are characterizing some shape attributesX and some appearance attributesA. In order to compute the probability
of P (D|θ) we have

P (X, A|θ) = P (X,A|θA, θS) (6)

= P (A|X, θA, θS)P (X|θA, θS)
= P (A|X, θA)P (X|θS).

A. Evaluation of the appearance likelihood

First, the appearance likelihood of each hypothesis given its shapeP (A|X, θA) is evaluated. Different strategies are examined,
depending on the representation of the appearance/color distribution discussed in the previous section:

1 - In the case of the first representation we simply integrate probabilities of all pixels in the region delimited by the
hypothesis. Each pixel color is given a probability, based on the count of each color in the reference segments, as explained
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shape-based probability * ratio w/h * sigma

0.972 * 0.328 *1 0.919 * 0.388 * 1.02

0.6 * 0.836 * 1.02

0.363 * 1.34 * 1.01

0.847 * 0.467 *1 

0.987 * 0.256 * 1.86

0.935 * 0.123 * 1.62

0.205 * 1.91 * 1.01

0.0273 * 3.94 * 1.01

0.014 * 18.9 * 2.09

Fig. 11. Some examples of hypotheses with itsP (X|θr) (see eq. 9), and corresponding ratiow
h

andσ.

in eq. (2) from Section IV. The appearance likelihood estimation takes into account all pixels in the hypothesis region with
individual probability higher than a thresholdτ :

P (A|X, θA) =
∑

X P (x|θA) > τ

c(X)
, (7)

wherec(X) is the number of pixels in the rectangular regionX delimiting the hypothesis.
2 - When the pdf is modelled using Gaussian Mixture Model in different color spaces, individual pixel likelihoods,P (x|θA),

are computed based on the distance to the closest cluster (using RGB and Lab spaces), as described in eq. (4). The entire
likelihood of the hypothesis is then computed with the same eq. (7) above.

3 - In the case of histogram representation, the pixels do not get an individual color based likelihood, but histograms
computed from the region determined by each hypothesis are used. The probability of the hypothesis being correct is equal
to the probability of the histogram that represents it. A histogram has a likelihood obtained from its smallest distance to a
reference door histogram cluster (dh), as explained before in eq. (5) of Sec. IV.

B. Evaluation of the shape likelihood

The shape model of our object of interest can be characterized by parametersθS = [nc, r], wherenc is the number of
corner features that support the model andr = w

h , being widthw and heighth the dimensions of the object (door) perimeter
(see Fig. 1). The likelihood of a hypothesis given its shape parameters is a combination of two terms

P (X|θS) = P (X|θnc)P (X|θr),

whereX are the shape related measurements associated with the hypothesis, namely the supporting corners and the shape
of the associated region. The first term,P (X|θnc) assigns higher likelihood to hypotheses which were supported by larger
number of corner features. It consists of the discrete pdf described in next eq. (8):

P (X|θnc) =





0.7 whennc = 1
0.8 when nc = 2
0.9 whennc = 3
1 whennc = 4.

(8)

The second termP (X|θr) takes into account the ratio between the height and width of a door. We consider a typical ratio
w
h for a common door in a frontal view as 0.3. Then we evaluate the ratio between the height and width of the hypothesis
taking into account how far is that hypothesis from the frontal view of a door by checking the perpendicularity of the lines
composing the corner features. Then the shape likelihood terms becomes

P (X|θr) = e
−( w

h
−0.3)

σ2 , (9)

with σ2 = π/2
α , whereα is the angle, range[0 , π/2], between non-vertical line and vertical line that determined a certain

corner. It takes into account the variability on the confidence of the ratio as a function of viewpoint. In Fig. 11, there are several
examples of hypotheses supported with different number of corners. It is shown for each hypothesis the probability obtained
with eq. (9) followed by the ratiow

h and the sigma obtained as explained above. It can be seen there, how this probability
evaluation gracefully handles perspective distortion, except when the hypothesis has really bad ratio (see yellow hypothesis on
the right of the figure). When the hypothesis is close to a fronto-parallel view, the ratio between width and height correctly
penalizes ”non-door” rectangular hypotheses.
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appearance + shape 
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RGB Color 

clusters

Lab Histogram 

clusters

RGB Histogram 

clusters
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Fig. 12. Left: probability assignment evaluating only the appearance parameters of each hypothesis (with different approaches). Right: same examples
evaluating shape parameters as well. (The original test image is the same as in Fig. 11).

The probability of a hypothesis given a certain set of shape parameters can be integrated with the appearance-based probability
obtained previously (section V-A). Fig. 12 shows some examples where it is possible to observe the improvement in the
probability assignment to the hypothesis when the shape-based prior probability, regarding the ratio between the width and
height of the hypothesis, is included. The left column of the figure shows some posterior probability assignments without it,
and the right column, the same cases but with the shape information included.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section shows the most representative results from an extensive set of experiments, pointing the advantages and
disadvantages of the best performing approaches studied.

The experiments were performed with conventional images from two different sets, corresponding to a robot tour around
two indoor office like environments. Only four images from each set were used for learning the appearance model, (following
the process for segmentation, labelling and learning explained in Section IV). The four images from one set contained 3 frontal
views of doors and 3 oblique views of doors. The four images from the other set contained 9 oblique views. All doors are
wooden ones, except two of them that are elevator doors. Around half of the remaining images (37 images, with 76 doors)
distributed along the two robot tours were used to test the performance of the door recognition approaches.

Fig. 13 shows an example of the likelihood evaluation with different approaches for a test image. First row images show
the features extracted, the initial hypotheses and the likelihood evaluation obtained if only the shape likelihood term (θS) is
taken into account. The second row shows the likelihood evaluation if only the appearance likelihood term (θA) is taken into
account, and the third one the results of using the overall likelihood in the evaluation. Notice the improvement of integrating
both shape and appearance cues for the likelihood evaluation with any of the appearance representations studied.

In order to evaluate the door recognition performance, different criteria could be followed to decide which hypothesis are
accepted as doors after the likelihood evaluation. As most hypotheses get a not-null probability of being a door, the most
suitable approach is to establish a threshold to accept or reject hypothesis. Fixed and variable thresholds have been studied.
The variable ones, depending on the likelihood evaluation of the current image, have shown better performance (e.g. taking
as acceptance threshold the median value of the likelihoods or a 75% of the maximum likelihood in the current test image).
Fig. 14 shows a typical test image with the hypothesis accepted using two different criteria (thresholds) and their estimated
likelihoods.

The summary of the different approaches performance is shown in Fig. 15. Each three-bar plot represents the percentage of
doors recognized (% recognized), the percentage of door reference pixels included in the accepted hypothesis (% pixels ok)
and the percentage of the non-door reference pixels included in the accepted hypothesis (% pixels false positives). The best
results in all cases were obtained using as acceptance threshold the median. The results with the color clustering approach
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Fig. 13. Likelihood evaluation with different approaches for a test image in the Lab color space.

RGB Histogram (150 bins) clustering based Likelihood evaluation
Threshold 75% of Max (0.3685)Threshold “median” (0.1033 )

Fig. 14. Hypothesis accepted for a test image under different approaches/criteria in the RGB color space.

were quite similar using the Lab color space and the RGB space, and similarly occurred for themarginal histograms(150
bins) clustering. However, using thefull histogramapproach (4096 bins histograms) the Lab color space gave better results.
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Fig. 15. Door recognition performance for the main approaches studied.

In all cases, the best results were obtained using the median as acceptance threshold. Fig. 16 shows the ROC curve for the
same experiments than in Fig. 15, with the relationship between true and false positives using the range of percentiles from 0
to 100 as acceptance thresholds. We can observe again similar behaviour for all cases.

Table I presents more detailed information of the approaches with better performance. Each column corresponds to a different
approach: RGB clustering, RGB Histograms (of 150 bins) clustering and Lab Histograms (of 4096 bins) clustering.#doors is
the total amount of doors in the test images, rowok shows the percentage of doors recognized and rowpix.ok the percentage
of door pixels included in the accepted hypothesis.% ok is always higher or equal than% pix.ok, as accepted door hypothesis
usually cover a smaller region in the image than the manually selected region for the evaluation. Rowsfront., whole and
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Fig. 16. ROC curve for the same experiment than in Fig.15. It shows the relationship between true and false positives when the acceptance criteria varies
using different percentiles as thresholds. The five measurements in each plot (marked by a blue ellipse) correspond to the percentiles 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100
used as acceptance threshold.

closed show the recognition rate if only the corresponding kind of door view (frontal view, whole door view or closed door)
is taken into account. Finally rowpix.fp contains the percentage of non-door pixels included in the accepted hypothesis (false
positives), andnoDoor.fp is the same measurement but in the special case of images with no doors, to evaluate how the
process performs in that situation. All approaches give a relatively high rate of false positives, mainly due to test images with
no doors, where the variable thresholds do not seem very suitable. To try to deal with these cases, the same experiments were
run with a minimum fixed global threshold of 5% in addition to the variable one. This decreased the number of false positives,
especially with the RGB clustering approach (from 30%pixels.fp to 6% and from 37%noDoor.fp to 0.006%), but also the
number of true positives (from 88%ok to 46%). The histogram clustering based approaches kept very similar results with this
minimum fixed threshold.

TABLE I

DOOR RECOGNITION EVALUATION ( medianAS ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA)

#doors : 76 ok front. whole closed pix.ok pix.fp noDoor.fp
RGB clust. 88% 83% 84% 90% 71% 30% 37%

RGB Hist.(150) 88% 92% 78% 90% 73% 31% 34%
Lab Hist.(4096) 87% 83% 76 % 88% 71% 28% 35%

Note that most of the non-recognized doors were too far, therefore too small to extract features there, or they were highly
occluded and no corner-features were extracted in the door region. Fig. 17 shows some of these non-recognized doors and
Table II the results for the same experiments detailed in previous Table I if we do not take into account the doors smaller than
a threshold (in this case with image area smaller than 2000 pixels).

Then, the main reason of failure in the recognition seems to be the lack of features for very small (distant) and narrow
doors, so this could be improved by adding alternative hypothesis instantiation possibilities where no cross points from lines
would be necessary or considering alternative models of the shapes. The high percentage of false positives obtained with some
approaches may be improved by adopting more complex appearance representation.

TABLE II

DOOR RECOGNITION OF DOORS OVER2000PIXELS IN THE IMAGE

#doors : 51 ok front. whole closed pix.ok pix.fp. noDoor.fp
RGB clust. 92% 83% 89% 93% 71% 31% 27%

RGB Hist.(150) 90% 92% 82% 93% 70% 31% 33%
Lab Hist.(4096) 88% 83% 79% 90% 68% 28% 31%

Fig. 17. Typical failure examples: the ellipses point some typical doors that are not correctly identified with any approach.
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VII. C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a new technique for detecting doors using only visual information. The probability distribution
P (Door|θ) is learnt in a parametric form from a few reference images in a supervised setting. A model based approach is taken,
where the door model is described by a small set of parametersθ characterizing the shape and the appearance of the object.
The geometry of the door is specified by small number of parameters and the appearance is learned from the reference data.
We use constraints of man-made environments to generate multiple hypotheses of the model and use the learned probability
distribution to evaluate their likelihood. The approach has been extensively tested and evaluated, with good recognition rates
as long as the process is able to detect some of the door features.

As future work, we plan to investigate alternative appearance models and incorporate some priors on the shape parameters,
e.g. a door should be touching the floor. With more complex models, this approach could be easily extended to a more general
setting and allow to explore possibilities to disambiguate between other objects with not very discriminative appearance and
large shape distortions induced by change of viewpoint, such as tables or shelves.
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